INTRODUCTION
Enthalpy content is well known as a critical parameter for the performance of rocket fuels. Searches for improved fuels are therefore generally conducted among high-energy molecules. Fixed enthalpy thresholds have even sometimes been employed to screen prospective fuels. Perhaps less well appreciated, at least at a quantitative level, are the roles played by the atomic composition and density of the fuels. The optimum, theoretical performance of a hydrocarbon fuel burned with liquid oxygen (and using the simplest common rocket model) is completely determined by only its specific enthalpy of formation and the mole ratio of hydrogen and carbon atoms in the fuel. Therefore, in this simple context, the trade-offs between enthalpy content and atomic composition can be quantitatively determined and the promise and limitations of the chemical transformations represented by families of similar molecules can be elucidated.
As intimated by the exponential dependence of mass ratio upon specific impulse in the rocket equation, small changes in specific impulse can be magnified into large changes in mission parameters for a rocket. Without performing a specific mission analysis for each propellant combination, it might be useful to have available a variety of simple metrics, derived either from approximate analytic expressions or representative system-and mission analyses, to approximately qukitify the effect of a higher performing fuel. Similar performance metrics involving density can also be explored, compared, and expanded. The account which follows is devoted to seeking to display in a convenient manner the approximate mission-specific performance trade:offs among the rinimal set of determinative hydrocarbon characteristics, not with the goal of trying to substitute approximate, and ultimately probably inadequate, performance metrics for the detailed and exhaustive systems analyses necessary to confidently recommend a new propellant, but rather to promote a general understanding and justification of some of the results thereby obtained and to allow prescreening of whole data bases of prospective molecules, some of which may be, at present barely known or ill-characterized, in preparation for such analyses.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Web-Based, Graphical Interface to CEA Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
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The CEA '(Chemical Equilibrium and Applications) code of. B. McBride and S. Gordon1 2 ', 3 at NASAGlenn is a standard tool for the characterization of a number of combustion problems, including simple rocket performance. However, .as presently distributed, it lacks built-in graphical capabilities, operating instead through a simple, albeit universal, command line interface.
In an effort to avoid the operating-system and hardware incompatibility and instability issues sometimes plaguing graphical suites as well as the labor of maintaining multiple versions of an evolving code, the present author has created a web-based, graphical front-end to CEA which places the maintenance burden upon a single Linux server. A number of modules, coded-mostly in Perl and designed to support the widest variety of browser versions, take data from the user, construct input files for CEA, run calculations, and present the results in a user-friendly format. Its modular orientation also allows the easy incorporation of a number of simple "helper" utilities, most notably an SQL-compliant data base. Avenues for making this suite publicly available are currently being pursued and the author invites contact from those interested.
Reference Template for the Specific Impulse of Hydrocarbon Rocket Fuels
If, as an approximation to real rocket performance, one uses the results of a calculation assuming one-dimensional, adiabatic, equilibratedl and isentropic flow, 4 and if. further, a single oxidizer and set of representative rocket conditions (chamber pressure and exit and nozzle parameters) are chosen so as to allow comparison of different fuels in a commonbipropellant basis, then the specific impulse of a fuel depends only upon its specific (mass-normalized) enthalpy content, its relative atomic composition, and its mixture ratio with the oxidizer. The number of independent parameters can be further reduced by one if, in the interests of attempting to gauge the maximum intrinsic potential of the fuel in the propellant, the mixture ratio is set to that which provides the optimum specific impulse. It must'be admitted that the preceding approximations and constraints neglect not only many other practically important chemical and physical properties of the fuel itself, but also many of the adjustable design parameters of rocket engineering. Nevertheless, viewing a fuel as merely a packet of energy and chemical mass in isolation, one might hope to have stripped it to its most important performance-determining essentials.
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Even though these ideas could be extended to a number of fuel/oxidizer combinations, the present paper is primarily concerned with hydrocarbon performance optimized against liquid oxygen. In such a case the specific impulse would constitute a surface in a three-dimensional space, dependent only upon, for example, fuel enthalpy of formation and the molar ratio of hydrogen to carbon. To aid in visualization, this surface could be projected into the plane of the two independent parameters through the use of contours of constant performance (or "iso-I, lines"). This can be seen in, Figures 1. and 2 for two sets of operating conditions commonly 0 used to at least initially assess and compare bipropellant rocket fuels with the position of RPP-I included for reference. These conditions are defined by the parameters in the titles to the figures and will be referred to hereafter as "sea-level" and 'vacuum expansion." It should perhaps be further emphasized that SS. Gordon 
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. While, to the author's lmowlee, the exact formulation of this problem in terms of the independent parameters and arrangement of fuels in the following figures is unique (and was conceived of independently), not surprisingly, these sorts of considerations 3 within the described approximations and for these conditions: Figures 1 and 2 completely characterize liquidoxygen-optimized performance for all hydrocarbons, known or unlkown; provided that the specific enthalpy of formation and average-hydrogen-to-carbon ratio can be determined, or at least approximated, the optimum specific impulse for any pure or mixed hydrocarbon fuel can be simply read from these plots by interpolation.
Optimum Hydrocarbon IP vs. LOX Sea-Level Expansion (14.7 psi, Pc'-1000 psi) 
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-2 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 H-to-C Ratio A number of important general trends are immediately apparent. The trade between high energy and high hydrogen content, although perhaps appreciated on a qualitative basis, is here put on a firm quantitative foundation. In fact, by calculating the slope of each of the iso-Isp lines it can be plotted, as in Figure 3 for sea-level expansion. It is to be 'noted that around RP-1, an increase in the heat of formation of one kcal/gram has roughly the same performance impact as a unit increase in the molar hydrogen-to-carbon ratio. As the search for new hydrocarbon rocket fuels is conducted among high energy molecules unsaturated either by virtue of rings or multiple bonds, the countervailing penalty associated with loss of hydrogen must be appreciated. Ideally new fuel development should focus on, to the greatest extent allowed by the constraints'of chemical valence, those regions of the performance space perpendiculari to the iso-Ip lines. 'Conversely, to6the extent that enthalpy-enhancing chemical transformations move a fuel parallel to an isoperformance contour, the effort going into that reaction can be considered to have been wasted. Even worse,' although fuel sensitivity and stability are known to depend in a rather complicated way upon a number of intra-molecular, intermolecular, , and environmental conditions, extra molecular energy will tend to undermine fuel"'0rability and safety. The s °,.w hydrogen-content/enthalpy trade-off, along with the powerful constraint imposed, by chemical valence, serve to at least partially justify the current, if otherwise seemingly primitive, choices of long standing.
For a given value of the specific impulse the optimum oxidizer-to-fuel ratio is similarly determined by only the fuel's enthalpy content and atomic composition. This is shown for each of 'the sea-level iso-Isp lines of Figure 
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to carbon dioxide and water illustrate the fundamental differences between standard-state combustion and combustion in an optimized, rocket engine due to the performance advantages of low-molecular-weight ejecta.
Although not displayed here, a number of other useful, quantitative trade-offs can be derived from the information in Figures I and 2 . The gradient of the specific impulse at any point defines those relative changes in the independent parameters which yield the maximum performance increase. Also, the divergence of the specific impulse would quantify the sensitivity of performance to uncertainties in the independent parameters. Specific Impulse of Hydrocarbon-Fuel Families Using Figure 1 (or 2) as a template, the I• of related fuels can be compared on a common basis and performance trends for the given conditions can be insightfully justified. Thus, the intrinsic possibilities and limitations of the functional groups and chemical transformations represented by such a family can be elucidated. The heats of formation for the molecules in this section come from the published literature 7 or the author's notes. S.W. Benson, Thermochemical Kinetics, Second Ed., (Wiley, New York, 1976) . 9 N. Cohen, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, 25, 1411 (1996 .
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A number':of strained-cage compounds are presented in Figures 7 and 8 . Beginning at the lower right of Figure 7 , hydrogen can be removed and energy can be added to the "norbornane cage either by forming three-membered rings to.mltimately produce quadricyclane at the top of the plot or by forming double bonds, leading eventually to norbornadiene at the far left. The extent tb which relatively little of the added energy is manifested as extra specific impulse is especially striking. Figure 8 describes a number of prismanes, which, being polymers of CH all lie along a vertical line at unity H-to-C ratio. Except for tetrahedrane at the top, the remainder can be thought of as being formed from a band or ribbon of, the indicated number of fourmembered rings joined at their edges. The striking reversal of the family with number of cyclobutane faces can be attributed to the initial reduction and subsequent increase of strain associated with passing through carbon bond angles more nearly tetrahedral as the ribbon grows in size. Figure 9 describes a number of molecules related to bicyclopropylidene, a fuel under active development by the Propellants Branch at AFRL and marked "3,3" in the figure. Referred to as the 'bow-tie" family, these molecules are interconverted through changing the indicated size of saturated rings at either end of a double bond. A number of compounds in which saturated rings are connected by spiro linkages, instead, are displayed in Figure 10 . The unconnected points indicate bicyclic systems in. which the two rings have the indicated sizes. The connected points represent the polymers formed by the repeated joining of either three-or four-membered rings in linear chains. The declining specific impulse with increasing energy and chain length in the four-membered-ring polymer should be-noted. Although its specific impulse change with chain length may not be especially encouraging, the three-membered ring, family might be especially suitable in circumstances requiring an easily blendable fuel of tunable physical properties.
Simple Mission Performance Metrics Involving Specific Impulse
While specific impulse constitutes the most fundamental and commonly used measure of propellant performance, an approximate relationship between Isp and more concrete mission parameters might be useful in gauging the real impact of a proposed new fuel. This is also motivated by the recognition that as reflected in the simple, single-stage rocket equation: the exponential dependence upon Ip can lead to a situation in whikh relatively small improvements in specific impulse produce larger effects in terms of payload mass or gross lift-off mass, and that because~of this, propellant combinations which seem only modestly improved might be discounted unnecessarily.
By taking the derivative of either the payload mass or the total initial mass with respect to specific impulse with the other parameters held constant and upon linearizing for small changes, one obtains:
where the results of the discussion to follow will be expressed in the second, simplified form. This admittedly already approximate relation could be employed as a rough metric for mission masses in the following two ways.
First of all, without referenice to any particular vehicle, if one specifies a propellant combination and a mission-dependent velocity change, then the quantity in square brackets in the first form of eqn. (2) can be calculated. For the optimized Ip for liquid-oxygen/RP-1 under the vacuum conditions most typical for a single-stage mission (358.1s) and an effective Av ; 9000m/s for transit to low-earth orbit, the factor in square brackets is around 0.2. That, coupled with an assumption of inverse burn-out mass fraction between 20 and 40, would imply that a single percent increase in Ip might lead to a 4% to 8% increase in delivered mass or an identical decrease in gross lift-off mass.
Alternatively, eqn. (2) could be approximately interpreted in a vehicle-dependent manner. The 'r in square brackets could be set using the initial and final masses for the first stage of a real system an equatin ' (1) above. For example, lumping the first stage and a half of the Atlas vehicle'" into an effective singR ' t stage leads to a value for k in the second form of eqn. (2) of almost 2 instead of the 4 to 8 determined previously. . As this accounts for only the first stage of a multistage vehicle and improvements to upper stages generally x have a greater impact, this difference in such a crude heuristics is not hardly surprising.
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These relatively simple-minded metrics can be compared with genuine system analyses. One study conducted by NASA researchers approximately twenty years ago concluded that the relativ reduction in the gross lift-off mass of a single-stage-to-orbit-vehicle with fixed payload mass ahd powered by a hydrocarbon/liquidoxygen propellant would be approximately 2.4 times (ct . the first term in equation (4)) the relative increase in specific impulse. Results of studiesm' conducted by engineers at Air Force Research Laboratory and making use of conservative engineering assumptions including the constraints of fixed thrust, constant total volume, and no re-optimization of mixture ratio for a proposed drop-in hydrocarbon replacement fuel seem -t6 show the same trends. The first phase of these studies considered the effects on total payload mass of specific impulse in isolation. After averaging over vehicle versions/configurations and missions and reducing the results to the form of eqn. (2), the relative payload increases with each unit increase in relative specific impulse are given by 2.5, 1.5, Md 5.5 'for the Atlas lIAR, Delta I1I, and Zenit vehicle families, respectively (c.f. the first terms in _g.y. (5)). Not surprisingly, Zenit, the vehicle with the most hydrocarbon stages and those that 6xtend later into the sequence is most benefited by replacement with a higher specific impulse fuel. That these values are somewhat less than those roughly estimated from simple manipulation of the rocket equation should not be surprising given the conservative engineering assumptions involved.
Simple .Mission Performance Metrics Including Fuel Density
For some types of rocket missions, there is a conventional understandingS that instead of the ordinary specific impulse, a better approximate measure of theoretical propellant performance may be the-optimized product of the average specific gravity of the composite propellant. Dprop, raised to a fixed power-and the specific impulse, as:
where the density exponent, a, decreases with altitude. Thus, while ordinary specific impulse might be appropriate for interplanetary missions, exponents of approximately one-third and two-thirds are sometimes associated with orbit transfer and boost, respectively. Also, the density specific impulsel' 4 the simple product of mean propellant specific gravity and I,, is also sometimes used as a reference metric. In the following.,discussion, most of these measures, to the extent that they are construed to directly reflect propellant performance, will be shown to overemphasize the effect of density for the types of missions considered herein.
The NASA study previously mentionedIs also examined the effects of the density of the fuel itself (in distinction to the mean propellant density used in the preceding paragraph) and concluded that the reduction of gross lift-off mass is given by: -2.4-+ 0.1 (4) where the I. dependence already discussed is included for comparison. In that study, it was also determined that, at least for the SSTO mission, a density exponent on the mean propellant specific gravity in the conven--tionalform (i.eAa in eqn. (3)) of 1/3, although not grossly in error, may somewhat overstate the.performance impact of densiW. After investigating Ip impacts by themselves, the systems analyses performed at AFRL were also conducted in such a way as to include the effects of both density and specific impulse. When these results are averaged as described above and the additional effects due to density change are isolated, the analogous forms of the previous equation become: 12 R. Nichols, pe•ional communication. for each of the indicated systems. It thus appears that for both conservatively altered systems and wholly redesigned vehicles, the density of the fuel itself may be roughly 10 to 25 times less important than the specific impulse. The interests of comparing and extending these simple heuristics to other propellant characteristics may be served by additional studies currently being conducted at Air Force Research Laboratory which may also address the variation of long-term costs and other important operational parameters with propellant properties.
Finally, the preceding metrics linear in the specific impulse and fuel density can be compared with the conventional measures defined by eon. (3). Of the fractional density exponents considered above. 1/3 comes the closest to reproducing the results of all three AFRL systems analyses. which, it should be recalled, involved vehicles with only first-state improvements, as well as those with multistage improvements.
A Comparison of RP-l and RG-3.
The preceding considerations can be insightfully applied to the differences between the. standard rocket kerosenes of American (RP-1) and Russian (RG-1) manufacture. Table 1 contains a number 4f characteristics of the two fuels averaged over the three independent studies with the differences of RG-1 relative to R?-1 given in the final line. The use oi tLussian kerosen'e in this country is sometimes advocated on the basis of the middle three columns of Table 1 ; namely, it is sometimes argued that RG-1 enjoys a clear density advantage while having the same nominal net heat of combustion. It appears, however, that, at least for these three studies, slight declines in measured heat of formation and measured hydrogen content combine to produce a decline in one-dimensional specific impulse of nearly a second compared to. RP-1. Assuming the ten-to twenty-five-fold greater importance of 1,, already discussed, it is not obvious that Russian kerosene's density advantage is not accompanied by an off-setting penalty. 
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It must be admitted that the differences described in Table 2 are rather small (that of the heats of formation amounts to approximately one-half kcal/mol per carbon atom), and so it is possible that -there, exist unreleased studies which might cange this assessment. In addition, more sophisticated systems analses S (JD.'001 _, for particular types of missions or-e of its other physical or chemical properties might indicate'a clear %,L, AOL^ preference for RG-1 over RP-1. Nevertheless, it appears from the present considerations that at least the common qualitative understanding or justification of the relative advantages of the kerosenes may need to be ,AV.A r more carefully examined. Further, the preceding type of analysis would seem to support the addition of atomic !Nk , composition to those properties covered by the military specification 17 because of its importance in determining Sperformance.
The comparison of RP-1 and RG-1 also provides a context in which to further investigate the relative Simportance of density and specific impulse. What follows is in the spirit of a proof by contradiction. Performance parameters of the form defined in equation (3) are assumed and then a certain class of them is shown ", , .
to be inconsistent in a hypothetical case wi•tcommon sense notions of what it means to have an improved propellant. Consider a thought experiment designed to approximate the effect of jettisonable dead-weight upon the performance of a rocket mission. Suppose that a dense, chemically and physically inert material were mixed with the propellant and that during firing it disappeared at a constant rate. While imparting no momentum 'o "Propellant, Kerosene," Military Specification, No. 1%[-P-25576C, 10 Jan. 1967. thrust to the vehicle or heat to the propellant stream, it could increase the effective density of the propellant. While it would seem odd to characterize this new =propellant combination" as preferable to its additive-free baseline, it. is fair to ask whether an improvement in the sort of performance metrics described by eqjuation (3) might nonetheless result. The portion of the specific impulse due to momentum thrust can be desc.b•5-e-by the familiar expression: 1 sp, mon om (6) go where Ah is the specific (per mass) enthalpy change between chamber and exhaust. If one further assumes that there is a proportional change in pressure thrust between the propellant with and without additive and that the additive changes neither the optimum mixture ratio for the remainder of the propellant considered in isolation nor the specific enthalpy release of the additiveless portion of the additive-augmented 'propellant," algebraic manipulation yields the ratio of the additive-enhanced to baseline performance, as:
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where fb is the mass ratio of inert additive, Db is its effective specific gravity, and Dprop is the mean-specific gravity of the additiveless propellant. This ratio is greater than one when the performance metrics defined by .eqn. (3) erroneously indicate that a propellant can be improved by the addition of dead weight. In the limit 6frijfinite additive density, this occurs for any additive mass fraction when the density exponent exceeds 1/2. A 613ytx , if, for example, the baseline propellant specific gravity is one and the additive specific gravity 'seightthi this condition is fulfilled for all a > 0.57. Finally, when applied to the comparison of RP-1 and -R-1. Va. (7) predicts that the performance of RP-1 can notbe made to exceed that of RG-1 through the -"a.,5-addition--of dead weight for a = 1/3, but that for 2/3 and iT6% and 2% of an additive with specific gravity of i . eight will allow it to do so. Together with the comment relating linear and nonlinear density-weighted metrics that ends the preceding section, it appears that non-linear performance metrics (eqn,. (3)) in which density is weighted with an exponent greater than 1/3 may be overstating the advantages 'of propellant density and that the often used density I. almost certainly does so,at least insofar as such heuristics are considered to directly describe propellant performance. While this may not be particularly surprising, it does place understanding of these trends on a rather more firm,'quantitative foundation.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
-Among the hydrocarbon rocket fuels optimum performance generally increases with the specific enthalpy of formation, the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio, and the density. % For a specific oxidizer and reference rocket conditions, the first two determine theoretical, one-dimensional specific impulse by themselves and therefore may be used as a grid in which to insightfufly map families of candidate molecules and discern their fundamental promise and limitations. It is then, for example, clearly seen how the extra energy imparted by the unsaturation of multiple bonds and strained rings is at least partially offset by the accompanying loss of hydrogen. This may be seen as the source of the respectable performance of the simple refined petroleum currently employed in rocket engines. Further, failure to fully appreciate thisetradeoff imposed by the limits of chemical valence seems to be responsible for many of the otherwise surprisingly discouraging results obtained from simple performance calculations of high-energy candidate fuels.
Although, of course, no new propellant combination should be recommended for expensive and timeconsuming further testing without sophisticated and exhaustive system studies, simple performance metrics like those outlined here may have value in promoting understanding of the trade-offs involved and allow affordable screening of even immense data bases of prospective molecules. Herein, single percent improvements in specific impulse alone have been approximately associated with payload-mass-fraction increases or 2oss-lift-A-X 'in off-mass reductions of approximately two to ten percent, depending on the engineering assumption" sbta n.
Further, it appears that the relative effects of density on mission masses may be between ten and twenty-five times smaller than those of I and that the product of density raised to the 1/3 power and specific impulse may provide a simple metric to encapsulate these effects;' higher density exponent can be shown to be contraindicated by a lack of internal consistency in their assumptions. Finally, these simple, approximate performance metrics are unable to advance Russian rocket kerosene as preferable to the American version, but do seem to indicate a need for hydrogen content to be included in the military specification for hydrocarbon rocket fuels.
In the future it is hoped to extend this work by applying these sorts of simple metrics to large data bases' of hydrocarbon molecules in an effort to approximately rank fuels according to their mission-specific utility. Clearly more work needs to be done to further characterize and specify these and related simple metrics and the author is especially interested in learning of any other, similar results.
